
Brewers Association Power Hour Q&A 

Forecasting Cash Flow Needs During Times of Turbulence 

 

Q: If we are selling beer through different streams that each have different payment terms (COD, net 60, 

etc.) how can we model this in our cash flow? 

A: This will come through the “increase/decrease based on accounts receivable” line item in the indirect 

cash flow statement. In short, we can create a sub-schedule based on customers grouped together by 

payment terms, then feed that line item on the cash flow statement from the sub-schedule. I’ll be sure 

to address this topic in our May session on Best Practices for Cash Flow Management (during CBC 

Online).  

 

Q: Are guaranteed payments able to be included in the PPP labor calculation? 

A: As far as I’m aware, the application still doesn’t address explicitly the issue of partners receiving 

guaranteed payments for services, as the provisions haven’t expressly included partners or 

guaranteed payments for services as payroll costs. Per one of my CPA firm peers: “At this time, there 

does not appear to be a sufficient basis to include an allocated distributive share of partnership self-

employment income in a partnership’s or partner’s payroll cost computation. However, the PPP’s 

definition of “eligible self-employed individual” ultimately references the income tax code and 

regulations addressing self-employment tax. Because those regulations treat the recipient of a 

guaranteed payment for services, but not distributive share, as being self-employed in a trade or 

business, it is possible that such a recipient may themselves be eligible to apply for a PPP 

loan. Moreover, whether PPP lenders will accept applications on that basis remains to be seen.” 

In short, I can’t really say if guaranteed payments can be included based on the language being used 

in the provision. Several breweries use “guaranteed payments” and “owner payroll” interchangeably, 

so if you receive a W-2, you should include it. 

 

Q: How do you recommend recognizing the forgiveness? Restate expenses from the effected timeframe, 

a single other expense recognition, other? 

A: The Treasury/SBA/Fed will be providing us this guidance. 

 

Q: What percentage is safe to sandbag/err side of caution? I.e. Increase 20% expenses. Would you 

change it during COVID-19? 

A: I typically build in a 15% contingency on most of the financial models I create for startup and 

expansion plans. As there are no pre-payment penalties for these SBA disaster loans, err on the side of 

conservatism and ask for more. If you won’t need it, simply pay it back once operations resume to 

normal. 


